
2017 GLE Coupe
It might be the most gripping coupe on earth.



Vehicle Highlights DESIGN 2017 GLE Coupe

Bold shape, coupe soul
Sleek, sensuous and self-confident. What defines a
Mercedes-Benz coupe is not just its body but its soul. From
its wide mesh grille and central Star, to the tensed arch of its
roofline and horizontal taillamps, the GLE Coupe is a unique
expression of thoroughbred performance. AMG lower body
styling and a twin power-dome hood reveal its sporting heart
as well. A new Night Package adds to its aggressive presence
with gloss black styling elements.

Coupe comfort, SUV versatility
Four-door coupe design stretches the imagination and the
GLE’s very real comforts. Generous rear doors welcome three
passengers into the widest rear seat in its class. Fold the
split seatbacks down to create up to 1,720 litres of carpeted
luggage space, the most of any coupe in the world. The
standard Panoramic sunroof brings in the sunshine and stars,
too.

21" and 22" wheels
The GLE Coupe wears the largest standard wheels in its
class. On the Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe,
staggered-width 21" AMG twin 5-spoke wheels are standard,
and two 22" wheel designs are optional. The Mercedes-AMG
GLE 63 S › Coupe wears 22" AMG cross-spoke wheels,
in standard silver or optional black. 



Vehicle Highlights TECHNOLOGY 2017 GLE Coupe

Advanced LED lighting
Approximating daylight even more closely than xenon
headlamps, the standard Active High Performance LED
headlamps enhance your nighttime vision, adapting to the
road ahead by steering into corners as you do, and
automatically shining as far as possible. Integrated LED
Daytime Running Lamps and distinctive horizontal LED
taillamps combine eye-opening brilliance with eye-catching
style. 

COMAND Online navigation with
MB Apps
A high-resolution 8" color display, a new touchpad controller
on the console, and a multifunction steering wheel give you
intuitive control of audio, navigation, hands-free calling and
more. Standard audio features include Bluetooth® wireless
streaming, SiriusXM® Radio,  Apple CarPlay™ and Android
Auto. COMAND Online includes a variety of useful apps. And
the navigation system makes any drive easier with 3D maps,
lane guidance for turns, and voice control with a learning
feature.

PRE-SAFE PLUS predictive
occupant protection
A Mercedes-Benz innovation, PRE-SAFE can help detect
instability during certain vehicle manoeuvres which suggest a
collision or rollover is imminent. It can then tighten the front
seat belts, and close the windows and sunroof — all in an
effort to better prepare the occupants and their restraint
systems in the moments before a possible collision. Available
PRE-SAFE PLUS helps prepare the restraints and brakes for a
possible rear-end impact.



Vehicle Highlights TECHNOLOGY cont. 2017 GLE Coupe

Active Brake Assist
Radar-based Active Brake Assist alerts you if you’re
approaching a vehicle ahead at a speed and distance that
suggest a collision is likely. In addition to alerting the driver,
its autonomous braking feature can apply up to 100% of the
vehicle’s braking force automatically, to help prevent a
collision or reduce its severity.

Adaptive braking technology
Pioneering technology boosts your confidence and comfort.
Lift off the accelerator quickly, and Predictive Brake Priming
pre-charges the brakes for quicker response. In the rain,
Automatic Brake Drying periodically acts to sweep away
water buildup. Hill-Start Assist helps prevent unwanted
rollback when you’re taking off on a grade. And a brake
HOLD feature can help make driving in stop-and-go traffic
less stressful.

ATTENTION ASSIST
U.S. model shown

The first system of its kind, ATTENTION ASSIST can
automatically alert the driver if it detects signs of drowsiness
on long trips. It continuously monitors up to 70 parameters of
driving behaviour, starting in the first few minutes of a drive.
The latest generation of this innovation can help detect
drivers who begin their trip drowsy, and offer more useful
information via the dashboard display. 



Vehicle Highlights LUXURY 2017 GLE Coupe

Impeccably tailored cabin 
Hand-finished wood, hand-fitted leather upholstery and
subtle metallic details define a cabin that’s generous with
both room and refinement. Ambient lighting softly
underscores the dash and door trim. And the roomy,
3-passenger rear seat includes a center armrest pass-through
and split-folding seatbacks, to make them as versatile as they
are welcoming.

State-of-the-art options
A treat for both the eyes and ears, the optional Bang &
Olufsen® BeoSound™ Premium Sound System is the result of
hundreds of hours of in-studio and on-the-road development
by B&O engineers. Standard new Apple CarPlay™ and
Android Auto integrate your Smartphone and useful apps
with the GLE’s in-dash screen and controls. The optional Rear
Seat Entertainment system’s dual screens, multiple inputs,
and wireless headsets and remotes turns the back seat into a
mobile theater.

Comfort in abundance
Every GLE Coupe includes such luxuries as heated,
power-adjustable front seats with memory. Other standard or
optional comforts, depending on model, include a heated
steering wheel, Climate Comfort front seats, multicontour
front seats with a massage feature, and heated rear seats.



Vehicle Highlights PERFORMANCE 2017 GLE Coupe

AMG-enhanced biturbo V-6
A 362-hp 3.0-liter biturbo V-6 teams with a sporty 9-speed
automatic transmission to thrust the Mercedes-AMG GLE 43
› Coupe to 100 km/h in just 5.7 seconds. Beneath its
red engine cover, numerous AMG enhancements deliver
instant response with responsible efficiency. Increased turbo
boost puts its 384 lb-ft of torque on tap at just 1,800 rpm. An
ECO Start/Stop system helps reduce fuel consumption and
emissions.

Handcrafted AMG biturbo V-8
The handcrafted 5.5-liter AMG biturbo V-8 under the hood of
the Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe generates
staggering output: 577 hp and 561 lb-ft of torque. Along with
its millisecond-quick Direct Injection and multispark ignition
technologies, increased fuel injection pressure and turbo
boost are among its exclusive AMG enhancements. Paired
with a 7-speed AMG SPEEDSHIFT PLUS, it can deliver 100
km/h in a breathtaking 4.2 seconds.

Advanced air suspension
The available AIRMATIC suspension’s electronically controlled
air spring-struts instantly adapt to the driving situation,
reducing body roll, pitch and dive while maximizing agility and
smoothness. Comfort and Sport modes and 4-wheel level
control further enhance its versatility. The available ACTIVE
CURVE SYSTEM’s variable front and rear stabilizer bars
tighten to help control body lean in corners, and relax in
other conditions to enhance comfort.



Vehicle Highlights PERFORMANCE cont. 2017 GLE Coupe

DYNAMIC SELECT
Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe shown

A twist of a console control lets you dial in the GLE’s
performance character to suit your needs or your mood.
DYNAMIC SELECT offers multiple preset modes (Comfort,
Sport and Slippery) plus an Individual mode you can
configure à la carte. Each mode sets up the throttle
response, shift programming, ESP, available AIRMATIC
suspension, ECO Start/Stop and more. The Mercedes-AMG
GLE 43 and GLE 63 S › Coupes also include a Sport+
mode, for even higher performance response.

› all-wheel drive
Full-time › all-wheel drive features — a single-speed
transfer case with a permanent 50:50 front/rear torque split,
for improved handling dynamics. In any season, on any road,
› adds to your confidence and control. It also
incorporates our 4-wheel Electronic Traction System (4-ETS),
which monitors for the first sign of wheel slip and responds
to ensure torque is sent to the wheels with the best grip —
even if that’s only one wheel.



Vehicle Highlights MERCEDES-AMG 2017 GLE Coupe

Two new types of Mercedes-AMG
coupes
Driving Performance takes an entirely new shape in the GLE
Coupe. It also offers two approaches to AMG Performance —
each one a bold departure in itself. The Mercedes-AMG GLE
43 › Coupe delivers the thrust of an AMG-enhanced
biturbo V-6 via a sport-tuned chassis and drivetrain. The
Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe teams 577
handcrafted horsepower with AMG’s legendary agility and
athletic ability.

The Mercedes-AMG GLE 43
› Coupe
From its red-topped 362-hp biturbo V-6 to its 9-speed
transmission, Sport+ mode and 21" AMG wheels, the
Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe is more than a new
coupe or a new SUV. A thorough infusion of AMG
performance technology delivers enhanced power, handling
and responsiveness, all wrapped in distinctive style.

The Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S
› Coupe
Like every high-performance AMG coupe, the Mercedes-AMG
GLE 63 S › is equipped to conquer the road and
captivate its driver and onlookers alike. With a handcrafted
biturbo V-8, AMG AIRMATIC suspension and 22" AMG
wheels, it rewards its driver on any surface. Its richly
appointed cabin — another hallmark of an AMG coupe —
rewards its passengers, too.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Premium Package
A popular suite of refinements that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Available on all models / Package contents vary by model

Climate-controlled cupholders
Innovative technology helps keep your hot drinks warmer or your
chilled drinks cooler at the touch of a button. 

Parking Assist with Parking Pilot
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

As you drive by parallel-parking spaces, sensors in the bumper
determine which ones are a good fit. Then, while you simply control the
brakes and gear selection, Parking Pilot automatically and expertly
steers your GLE into the space. In any low-speed manoeuvre, Parking
Assist helps detect nearby objects within its field of view and alerts you
via audible signals and displays in the cabin.

360° Camera
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

The 360° camera is actually four digital cameras, with their view in all
four directions composed into a single, live overhead view of your
immediate surroundings. Displayed on the in-dash screen during
low-speed manoeuvres, it helps you avoid obstacles as you negotiate
tight spaces, whether you’re moving forward or backing up. 

THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Separate left and right temperature controls allow the driver and front
passenger to enjoy personalized comfort, while a third zone is
dedicated to the rear cabin. In addition to automatic or manual control
of blower speed and airflow distribution, the system includes a humidity
sensor, a dust/pollen filter and an activated charcoal filter that helps
remove odours from the cabin air. A control panel in the second row
allows passengers to control the rear-cabin settings for themselves.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Premium Package cont.
A popular suite of refinements that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Available on all models / Package contents vary by model

harman/kardon® LOGIC7® surround sound system
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

With 14 state-of-the-art speakers plus a subwoofer, the LOGIC7®
system is specifically engineered to fill the GLE cabin with 830 watts of
rich, full audio. Dolby® Digital 5.1 surround-sound technology delivers a
wholly immersive listening experience. 

115V power socket
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Conveniently located in the rear seating area, a household-style
115-volt power outlet lets you charge your laptop or camera, plug in a
gaming system, or use other electronic devices — up to a maximum of
150 watts — without needing a special adapter.

Heated rear seats
Electrically heated rear outboard seats offer soothing warmth with
individualized comfort. Three levels of warming automatically step
down after several minutes, while automatic shutoff means the driver
need not worry if the passengers forgot to turn them off.

KEYLESS-GO
Originally pioneered by Mercedes-Benz, KEYLESS-GO lets you unlock
and drive your GLE Coupe without removing the SmartKey from your
pocket or purse. You can lock and unlock the doors with a touch of the
exterior handles and start the engine by stepping on the brake pedal
and pushing the Start/Stop button on the dashboard.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Premium Package cont.
A popular suite of refinements that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Available on all models / Package contents vary by model

Increased top speed
Obey local speed and traffic laws

The electronically limited top speed of the Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S
› Coupe receives a boost from the standard 250 km/h to 280
km/h. 

Climate Comfort front seats
Included only on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe / Available on
Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe as a standalone option

By gently circulating air through perforations in the leather, Climate
Comfort seats help keep you cooler and your clothes drier during
warmer months. Three levels of heating and cooling ventilation are
offered. On cold or damp days, using the ventilation and heating
features together can circulate the seat heating more quickly, to help
keep you warm and dry. 

Soft-close doors
Electronically controlled mechanisms gently snug the doors fully closed
as soon as they are brought to their latches. 

Black DINAMICA roof liner
Included only only on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe /
Available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe as a standalone
option

The suede-like richness of Black DINAMICA adds a luxurious look and
lavish feel to the ceiling and pillar trim.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Premium Package cont.
A popular suite of refinements that you’ll soon consider must-haves.
Available on all models / Package contents vary by model

AMG Performance exhaust
Included only on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

The powerful sound of an AMG model is one of its many sensory
delights. From its startup growl to its assertive rumble when you open
the throttle, Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe exhaust system’s
free-flow design delivers an audible celebration of power with every
upshift, downshift and rev. Computer-controlled vanes near the
tailpipes further enrich the soundtrack in the Sport and Sport+ modes
of DYNAMIC SELECT.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Interior Sport Package
Luxurious cabin appointments with a flair for performance.
Available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe / Not available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Sport front seats
Deeply contoured sport front seats provide additional support in
cornering manoeuvres or on long trips. Distinctive lateral stitching sets
them apart visually as well. 

Nappa leather upholstery
Extraordinarily supple, smooth-grain Nappa leather is hand-fitted to the
seating surfaces and head restraints.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Intelligent Drive Package
Innovations for added security and convenience on the road.
Available on all models

Distance Pilot DISTRONIC and Steering Pilot
This radar-based cruise control adapts your set speed to the flow of
traffic ahead, automatically slowing until your path is clear again. If the
vehicle ahead slows to a stop, Distance Pilot DISTRONIC can brake
your car to a full halt, then automatically resume when traffic starts
moving. Steering Pilot helps the driver keep the vehicle centered in its
lane while cruising on straight roads or in gentle curves.

Active Blind Spot Assist
At speeds above 30 km/h, radar technology helps sense when a
vehicle enters your blind-spot area. The system alerts you by
illuminating a red icon in the side mirror. Active Blind Spot Assist also
issues an audible warning if you activate a turn signal while a vehicle
has been detected. And if you begin to change lanes, advanced active
technology can help guide the car back.

Active Lane Keeping Assist
Active Lane Keeping Assist monitors ordinary road markings and helps
detect unintended drifting off course. The system alerts you by
vibrating the steering wheel. If the driver continues to drift, it can apply
the brake to a single rear wheel to help guide the car back into its lane.

Active Brake Assist with Cross-Traffic Assist
Even when you’re not using the cruise control functions of DISTRONIC,
Cross-Traffic Assist helps detect a potential collision with vehicles
approaching from either side of an upcoming intersection and alerts the
driver. As soon as the driver starts to brake, Active Brake Assist
precisely applies the maximum brake pressure needed to help avoid a
collision.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Intelligent Drive Package cont.
Innovations for added security and convenience on the road.
Available on all models

PRE-SAFE Brake 
Even when you’re not using the cruise control functions of DISTRONIC
PLUS, PRE-SAFE Brake can help detect an impending collision with a
vehicle ahead, and automatically apply up to 100% braking force to help
reduce the severity of impact. It also teams with Cross-Traffic Assist
and Pedestrian Recognition features in the same manner.

PRE-SAFE PLUS for rear-end collisions
An enhancement to the groundbreaking PRE-SAFE system helps protect
the occupants in a rear-end collision. A radar sensor in the rear bumper
helps detect an impending impact, engaging the features of PRE-SAFE
to better prepare the front-seat occupants and their restraint systems.
It can also firmly apply and hold the brakes, to help reduce peak loads
on all occupants as well as the risk of a secondary collision.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Standalone Options
Make your GLE Coupe your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

Wood/leather steering wheel
Not available with Interior Sport Package, heated or sport steering
wheel, or aluminum trim / Not available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S
› Coupe

Put a classic touch of luxury right in your hands with a steering wheel
that’s accented with hand-finished wood to match the interior of your
GLE Coupe and trimmed in supple, finely stitched Nappa leather. 

Night Package
Requires Premium Package

A deep Gloss Black finish is applied to the front and rear skid plates,
the grille crosswing surround, the side window frames and the side
mirrors, plus the “A-wing” trim in the front and rear aprons of the
Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe. Black chrome tailpipes further
the transformation for the Mercedes-AMG models.

Heated steering wheel
Available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe / Replaces standard
sport steering wheel / Not available with wood/leather steering wheel
/ Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Heating elements beneath the Nappa leather trim of the steering wheel
rapidly take the chill out of your hands on a cold morning. After a few
minutes, the heating level is automatically reduced to maintain lasting
comfort. 

Multicontour front seats with massage
Requires Premium Package, plus Climate Comfort front seats on
Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 ›

Pneumatically adjustable side, lumbar, shoulder and thigh supports let
you custom-tailor your seating comfort. A massage feature enhances
comfort and helps to prevent fatigue on longer drives, with settings
ranging from gentle to refreshingly vigourous. 



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Standalone Options cont.
Make your GLE Coupe your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

Climate Comfort front seats
Available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe / Requires Premium
Package / Available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe as part
of Premium Package

By gently circulating air through perforations in the leather, Climate
Comfort seats help keep you cooler and your clothes drier during
warmer months. Three levels of heating and cooling ventilation are
offered. On cold or damp days, using the ventilation and heating
features together can circulate the seat heating more quickly.

Trailer hitch
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Campers, boats, bikes... the GLE Coupe was designed with towing in
mind. Take full advantage of its hearty towing capacity — 3,265 kg on
all models, with this factory-installed hitch. Standard Trailer Stability
Assist monitors for trailer sway and can apply the front brakes of the
GLE to help restore stability. 

Illuminated aluminum running boards
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Stylish and functional running boards ease your entry and exit while
providing a rugged element of design. Grippy rubber studs dot the
running boards for more surefooted stepping — even in inclement
weather. Integrated LED illumination lets you step out in style. 

Rear Seat Entertainment system
Monitors in each front head restraint play from multiple input sources,
so passengers can enjoy DVDs and video games together or separately,
with two wireless headsets and dual wireless remotes. Auxiliary inputs
connect portable gaming devices, cameras and more. And audio can
play over the vehicle’s sound system or discreetly via the headsets.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Standalone Options cont.
Make your GLE Coupe your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

Bang & Olufsen Performance Surround Sound System
Includes TIREFIT sealant and inflator in lieu of a spare tire

With 14 high-performance speakers, including two Acoustic Lens
tweeters, the BeoSound™ system delivers 900 total watts of
7.1-channel surround sound from two amplifiers. Reproduction quality
is exceptional at every seat, yet very little sound is audible outside the
vehicle. The system also elevates the cabin’s aesthetics with its
aluminum speaker grilles and illuminated Acoustic Lens tweeters. 

Air Balance Package
Dual activated charcoal filters team with an ionizer that uses an
electrical charge to create the same fresh-air sensation you experience
after a summer storm. Airborne impurities and odours are virtually
eliminated from the cabin to provide air quality that’s more enjoyable
and healthier, especially for those with asthma or allergies. 

ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM
Standard on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Electro-hydraulically variable front and rear stabilizer bars vary their roll
stiffness based on driving speed and lateral acceleration, tightening
during cornering manoeuvres to help control body lean. Engaging the
Adaptive Damping System’s Sport mode further sharpens their
response. In straight-line driving and in gentle, sweeping turns, the
active stabilizers relax, to enhance ride comfort.

22" AMG twin 5-spoke wheels, bi-colour
Requires ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM / Not available on Mercedes-AMG
GLE 63 S › Coupe

Impressive in every dimension, 22" AMG twin 5-spoke wheels are an
imposing addition to the Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe.
Machine-finished surfaces and gloss black inlays define each wheel in
five individually outlined segments. They're fitted with supersized
285/40R22 front and 325/35R22 rear high-performance tires.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Standalone Options cont.
Make your GLE Coupe your own by choosing from a selection of innovative, thoughtfully designed
and thoroughly engineered options.

22" AMG multi-spoke wheels, bi-colour
Available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe / Requires ACTIVE
CURVE SYSTEM / Not available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S ›
Coupe

Impressive in every dimension, 22" AMG multi-spoke wheels evoke the
vanes of a turbine. Gloss black inlays are contrasted by
machine-finished surfaces. They're fitted with supersized 285/40R22
front and 325/35R22 rear high-performance tires. 

22" AMG cross-spoke wheels, Matte Black
Requires Night Package / Not available on Mercedes-AMG GLE 43
› Coupe

Finished in menacing matte black, the seven Y-shaped spokes and the
wheel centers virtually disappear against the powerful brake hardware
of the Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe. A thin perimeter of
polished aluminum sets off the low-profile tires. The staggered-width
wheels are fitted with 285/40R22 front and 325/35R22 rear
high-performance tires.

Carbon fiber engine cover
Available only on Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

An engine cover crafted with genuine carbon fiber expresses the rich
racing heritage of Mercedes-AMG. 



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make your GLE Coupe
unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Car care products
Keep the interior and exterior of your vehicle looking their best with our
exclusive, specially formulated interior and exterior car care kits.

Navigation update
Owning a navigation system is one thing. Keeping it up to date is
another. Mercedes-Benz map update software keeps your maps and
Points of Interest current with the latest information.

Roof accessories
Roof carrier bars allow for a variety of add-on accessories to be
mounted to your vehicle. Choose from a ski/snowboard holder, roof
box or bike rack. Carrier bars and add-ons sold separately.

Style and Travel Series
These elements attach behind the front head-restraint posts, and are
simple to fit and remove. The modular system centers on a base
support that can be combined with the product of your choice –
universal hook, coat hanger or folding table.



Options and Accessories 2017 GLE Coupe

Mercedes-Benz Genuine Accessories cont.
Exclusively engineered to fit your car and your life, they’re the best way to make your GLE Coupe
unmistakably yours while keeping it genuinely Mercedes-Benz.

Cargo area tray
Protect your cargo-area carpeting with this durable, easy to clean
plastic insert with 2” sides. Custom-formed to fit the cargo area of your
vehicle.

Wheel upgrades
Choose from a wide selection of stunning wheels to accentuate your
style.

Winter wheel & tire packages
Winter wheels and tires can play a major role in your safety and your
vehicle’s handling and performance on icy, snow-covered roads. Winter
tires offer increased traction in harsh conditions and can reduce
stopping distance by up to three car lengths.



Specifications 2017 GLE Coupe

Engine3.0L bi-turbo gasoline V-6Power / torque362 hp / 384 lb-ftAcceleration0–100 km/h5.7 secFuel economycity/hwy13.6/10.2 L/100 kmSuspension4-wheel independent with AIRMATICWheels21" AMG twin 5-spoke Engine 3.0L bi-turbo gasoline V-6

Power / torque 362 hp / 384 lb-ft

Acceleration 0–100 km/h 5.7 sec

Fuel economy city/hwy 13.6/10.2 L/100 km

Suspension 4-wheel independent with AIRMATIC

Wheels 21" AMG twin 5-spoke

 

Mercedes-AMG GLE 43 › Coupe

Power
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Acceleration
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ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM
Wheels22" AMG cross-spoke
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Mercedes-AMG GLE 63 S › Coupe

Power
@ 5,500 rpm

Torque
@ 1,750–5,250 rpm

Acceleration
0–100 km/h

577hp

561 lb-ft

4.2sec


